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Trace

• The history of Trace

• What is trace?

• Why and when does it appear?

• Is it necessary?
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Dove

Dove

• The claims made by the Dove ads

• Soaps and calcium

• Detergents and calcium

• Dove and calcium
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The History of Trace

Pliny the Elder, 79 AD

Soap is also good, an invention of the Gallic provinces for making the
hair red. It is made from suet and ash, the best is from beech ash and
goat suet, in two kinds, thick and liquid, both being used by the Germans,
more by men than by women.



The History of Trace

Mappae Clavicula, 1130 AD

Spread well burnt ashes from good logs over woven wickerwork made of
withies, or on a thin-meshed strong sieve, and gently pour hot water on
them so that it goes through drop by drop. Collect the lye in a clean pot
underneath and strain it two or three times through the same ashes, so
that the lye becomes strong and colored. This is the first lye of the soap-
maker. After it has clarified well let it cook, and when it has boiled for
a long time and has begun to thicken, add enough oil and stir very well.
Now, if you want to make the lye with lime, put a little good lime in it,
but if you want it to be without lime, let the above-mentioned lye boil by
itself until it is cooked down and reduced to thickness. Afterwards, allow
to cool in a suitable place whatever has remained there of the lye or the
watery stuff. This clarification is called the second lye of the soapmaker.
Afterwards, work [the soap] with a little spade for 2, 3 or 4 days, so that
it coagulates well and is de-watered, and lay it aside for use.



The History of Trace

English patent to Andrew Palmer and
Roger Jones, 1622

The misterie, arte, way, and means of makinge of hard soape, comonly
called by the name of Venice or castile soape, without the vse of anie fire
in the boyling or makinge thereof, and with a materiall comonly called or
known by the name of berilla, and The art, misterie, way and means
of makinge of softe soape without the vse of fire in the boylinge and
makinge thereof.



The History of Trace

Chaptal, 1807

It has always been a desideratum with manufacturers to form soap with-
out the aid of heat. Even at the present day this object is still regarded as
worthy of attention. But though we have succeeded, by various processes,
in manufacturing soaps of excellent quality in this way, yet the method
usually employed has not hitherto been abandoned, which clearly proves
that no great advantage has resulted from preparing them without heat.

• Almond Oil: 170 ppt NaOH (modern 134-143 ppt NaOH)



The History of Trace

Michel Eugene Chevreul, 1823

It follows from this experiment that it is possible to saponify a given
amount of fat using no more than the amount of alkali needed to neutral-
ize the stearic, palmitic, and oleic acids that the fat could yield.

• Lard: 180 ppt KOH (modern 193-200 ppt KOH)



The History of Trace

Campbell Morfit, 1847

[Cold-process soaps] are made without boiling, and the leys used must be
in strength of 36◦ Baumé, (specific gravity, 1.324.) Experience has proved
the disadvantage of soaps factured in this way, for, independent of their
excessive consumption of ley, they are extremely hard, and so difficultly
soluble in water, as to give but a weak lather.



The History of Trace

Philip Kurten, 1854

• Coconut: 168 ppt NaOH (modern 176-189 ppt NaOH)

• Lard: 144 ppt NaOH (modern 135-145 ppt NaOH)

• Tallow: 155 ppt NaOH (modern 135-143 ppt NaOH)



The History of Trace

Adolph Ott, 1867; William Dick, 1872

583. To Make Soap by the Cold Process. Incorporate by degrees 50 pounds
concentrated caustic lye of 36◦ Baumé, into 100 pounds fat at a temper-
ature not higher than 104◦ Fahr. (see No. 523 (Beef Tallow)); continue to
stir thoroughly with a broad wooden paddle, until a complete ring can be
drawn on its surface with the paddle.



The History of Trace

E. T. Webb, 1927

Crutching or mixing is continued until the mass thickens. The desired
degree of thickness is judged by withdrawing the crutch (hand crutch)
from the soap, and noticing the impression the runnings off the crutch
make upon the surface of the soap. If they leave a dent or impression the
thickness required has been obtained, if they do not, but mingle at once
with the mass, the crutching should be continued until this condition is
obtained.



The History of Trace

Ann Bramson, 1972

The mixture is ready to pour when it has the consistency of a thick pea
soup, and when dripped from a spoon, traces across the surface or leaves
a trail. If the drops just drop in and disappear, if they don’t remain tem-
porarily in relief, if you can’t draw a star or line or whatever and clearly
see a trace of it on the surface of the soap, it has not thickened suffi-
ciently.
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Viscosity

Viscosity

• Water: 1 cP

• Olive Oil: 84 cP

• Castor Oil: 986 cP

• Glycerol: 1490 cP



Measuring Viscosity

Poor Soapmaker’s Viscometer



Measuring Viscosity

Poor Soapmaker’s Viscometer
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Shell Cup Viscometer

Shell Cup Viscometer



Shell Cup Viscometer

Shell Cup Viscometer
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Processing Soap

Processing Soap

• Lye = 50% NaOH in distilled water

• Lye + water mixed and brought to desired temperature

• Oil brought to desired temperature

• 200 g oil + diluted lye into 1000 mL plastic bottle

• Shaken 45 sec on a paint shaker

• Poured into a nest of Styrofoam cups

• Temperature and viscosity measured about once per minute



Delight

Delight

• Delight1000 = Olive390Palm280Coconut280Castor50
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Delight

Delight

• Delight1000 = Olive390Palm280Coconut280Castor50

• Lye = 50.00% NaOH, 50.00% distilled water

• SSV of Delight is 150.8 ppt NaOH

• Delight1000Lye288

• 144/150.8 = 0.955, 4.5% lye discount
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More Lyes

• Lye = 50.00% NaOH, 50.00% distilled water



More Lyes

More Lyes

• Lye = 50.00% NaOH, 50.00% distilled water

• Delight1000Lye288Aq0 (50.00% NaOH Lye)

Delight1000Lye288Aq72 (41.67% NaOH Lye)

Delight1000Lye288Aq144 (33.33% NaOH Lye)

Delight1000Lye288Aq216 (29.16% NaOH Lye)

Delight1000Lye288Aq288 (25.00% NaOH Lye)



More Lyes

More Lyes

• Lye = 50.00% NaOH, 50.00% distilled water

• Delight1000Lye288Aq0 (11.18% Water)

Delight1000Lye288Aq72 (15.88% Water)

Delight1000Lye288Aq144 (20.11% Water)

Delight1000Lye288Aq216 (23.93% Water)

Delight1000Lye288Aq288 (27.41% Water)



More Lyes

More Lyes

• Lye = 50.00% NaOH, 50.00% distilled water

• Delight1000Lye288Aq0 (Low-Water)

Delight1000Lye288Aq72

Delight1000Lye288Aq144 (Medium-Water)

Delight1000Lye288Aq216

Delight1000Lye288Aq288 (High-Water)



Factors Affecting Viscosity

Temperature
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Factors Affecting Viscosity

Water Content
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Factors Affecting Viscosity

Eugenol
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Does It Matter?

Does The Pour Viscosity Matter?

• Three groups of students poured 2 kg of high-water olive oil
soap into vertical molds, each at a different pour viscosity.
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Does It Matter?

Does The Pour Viscosity Matter?

• Three groups of students poured 2 kg of high-water olive oil
soap into vertical molds, each at a different pour viscosity.

• The alkalinity of the top and bottom bars of each log were mea-
sured.

• When cut, the appearance of the bars depended on the pour
viscosity.



Does It Matter?

High-Water Olive Oil Soap
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Does It Matter?

High-Water Olive Oil Soap



Does It Matter?

High-Water Olive Oil Soap



The Dove Ad

The Dove Ad Claims
(http://www.dove.us/#/thedifference/videos.aspx)

http://www.dove.us/#/thedifference/videos.aspx


The Dove Ad

The Dove Ad Claims

• Soap scum is the combination of soap materials in a normal
cleansing bar with the calcium ions that come from hard water.
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The Dove Ad

The Dove Ad Claims

• Soap scum is the combination of soap materials in a normal
cleansing bar with the calcium ions that come from hard water.

• The cleansing system in a Dove bar is fundamentally different
from soap.

• Dove does not interact with calcium in the way that a soap
would.

• Soap leaves scum, and Dove doesn’t.
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example, claim that Dove is worse than soap.
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My Take on the Dove Ad

My Take on the Dove Ad

• I will not make any claims I cannot demonstrate. I will not, for
example, claim that Dove is worse than soap.

• Some of the claims of the Dove ad are either false or misleading.

• I will show you how to demonstrate to customers that Dove
contains soap and reacts with calcium.



Claim #1

Claim #1

• Soap scum is the combination of soap materials in a normal
cleansing bar with the calcium ions that come from hard water.
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Claim #1

• Soap scum is the combination of soap materials in a normal
cleansing bar with the calcium ions that come from hard water.

1% solution of calcium chloride (Prestone Driveway Heat) in dis-
tilled water



Claim #1

Claim #1

• Soap scum is the combination of soap materials in a normal
cleansing bar with the calcium ions that come from hard water.

1% solution of Ivory (soap), Equate (detergent) and Dove in dis-
tilled water
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Claim #1
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Claim #1

Claim #1

• Soap scum is the combination of soap materials in a normal
cleansing bar with the calcium ions that come from hard water.



Claim #2

Claim #2

• The cleansing system in a Dove bar is fundamentally different
from soap.



Claim #2

Claim #2
Ivory:

• Soap: sodium tallowate and/or sodium palmate, sodium cocoate
and/or sodium palm kernelate

• Fatty acids: coconut acid, palm kernel acid, tallow acid, palm
acid

• Other: water, glycerin, sodium chloride (salt), fragrance, tetra-
sodium edta



Claim #2

Claim #2
Equate:

• Detergent: sodium laureth sulfate, sodium lauryl sulfate, co-
camidopropyl betaine

• Other: Water, sodium chloride, fragrance, citric acid, ...(11 more
minor ingredients)



Claim #2

Claim #2
Dove:

• Detergent: sodium lauroyl isethionate, sodium isethionate, co-
camidopropyl betaine, sodium C14-C16 olefin sulfonate

• Soap: sodium tallowate, sodium palmitate, sodium stearate,
sodium cocoate, sodium palm kernelate

• Fatty acids: stearic acid, lauric acid

• Other: sodium edta and tetrasodium etidronate, water, sodium
chloride, titanium dioxide, and maltol
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Claim #2

• The cleansing system in a Dove bar is fundamentally different
from soap?



Claim #2

Claim #2

• The cleansing system in a Dove bar is fundamentally different
from soap?

• The cleansing system in a Dove bar contains soap!
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Claim #3

• Dove does not interact with calcium in the way that a soap
would.
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Claim #3

Claim #3

• Dove does not interact with calcium in the way that a soap
would?

• The soaps and fatty acids in Dove do interact with calcium! The
detergents in Dove do not interact with calcium.
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Claim #4

• Soap leaves scum, and Dove doesn’t?
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Claim #4

Claim #4

• Soap leaves scum

• Dove leaves droppings

• Calcium soaps: calcium palmitate, calcium stearate
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The Mirror Test

Problems with the Dove Mirror Test

• Mirror washers know which is Dove and which is soap

• Which rinses faster is subjective

• Dove is harder (6) and less soluble than Ivory (2), Dial (4), or
Delight (3)

• Can we improve the mirror test?



Improved Mirror Test

Improved Mirror Test

• Double-blind test to eliminate bias

• Specific mirror pattern to reduce subjectivity



Improved Mirror Test

Improved Mirror Test
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Improved Mirror Test

Improved Mirror Test

• 28 samples evaluated by 7 groups

• Each group counted the number of squirts required to remove
the X for each sample

• Samples requiring fewer squirts were deemed to rinse faster

• Each group rated each sample compared to its average and
ranked them in order of rinsibility

• Results from the 7 groups were then averaged



Improved Mirror Test

Improved Mirror Test

• Delight required 20% fewer squirts than average

• Dial and Dove were average

• Ivory required 20% more squirts than average
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• Average rank of 2 for Delight, Dial, and Dove

• Average rank of 3 for Ivory
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Improved Mirror Test

Improved Mirror Test

• Average rank of 2 for Delight, Dial, and Dove

• Average rank of 3 for Ivory

• This test was complicated, and though un-biased, it was still
subjective

• Average squirts varied significantly from group to group

• Can we do better?
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The Pepper Test

The Pepper Test

• Four groups tested four soaps in tap water and hard water

• One person in each group selected as designtated hand washer

• Wet nuckle touched to soap and then tested with pepper

• Wet nuckle touched to soap, dipped in hard water, and then
tested with pepper

• Hands washed with soap and tap water, rinsed for 30 seconds
in tap water, and then tested with pepper

• Hands washed with soap and hard water, rinsed for 30 seconds
in tap water, and then tested with pepper



The Pepper Test

The Pepper Test

• Can we detect invisible amounts of soap using the pepper test?

• Delight: Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Dial: Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Dove: Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Ivory: Yes Yes Yes Yes



The Pepper Test

The Pepper Test

• Can we detect invisible amounts of soap using the pepper test
in hard water?

• Delight: Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Dial: Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Dove: Yes Yes Yes Yes

• Ivory: Yes Yes Yes Yes



The Pepper Test

The Pepper Test

• Does soap remain on hands after rinsing for 30 seconds in tap
water?

• Delight: No No No No

• Dial: No No No No

• Dove: Yes No No No

• Ivory: No No No No
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The Pepper Test

• Does soap remain on hands after rinsing for 30 seconds in hard
water?

• Delight: No No No No

• Dial: No No No No

• Dove: No No No Yes

• Ivory: No No No No
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The Pepper Test

• The pepper test is less subjective than the mirror test

• It packs small and plays big

• Its cost is negligible

• It can be done impromtu

• It can demonstrate to your customers that your soap does not
remain on their skin after washing



The Pepper Test

The Pepper Test

• The pepper test is less subjective than the mirror test

• It packs small and plays big

• Its cost is negligible

• It can be done impromtu

• It can demonstrate to your customers that your soap does not
remain on their skin after washing

• “The proof is in the pepper!”



Scientific Soapmaking

Scientific Soapmaking

Thanks to the HSMG for all the questions I could not have an-
swered 5 years ago.



Scientific Soapmaking

Scientific Soapmaking

Thanks to the HSMG for all the questions I may be able to answer
5 years from now.


